
MARBLE CARE ROUTINE

1. 
Use the Restoring Marble Cleanser on a daily 
basis. Spray directly on the surface and wipe 
with a damp cloth and then let dry. The cleanser 
contains soap with a high PH value (+7) and
contain no harmful chemicals.
Exist as a refill.

2.
Take a damp sponge and apply our 
Protecting Marble Wax in circles over the whole 
piece. Once covered with wax, wipe o� the 
access wax and polish with a clean dry soft cloth.
You can use our Mixed-linen Cloth, or any soft 
linen or cotton cloth you might have available. 
We recommend using our wax on a biweekly basis.

The wax contains only natural ingredients and 
will preserve your piece and make it more 
resistant to stains. The wax seals/zips the pores 
of the stone and leave a protective film.
The scent of forest will spread in the room and 
enhance your caring moment.

The wax can be used on other fine stones such as 
terrazzo, limestone or stones that has a smooth
surface. Be aware that very light porous natural 
stones may become darker when using a wax.

You still need to be careful with those harmful
liquids and never cut your citrus fruits directly
on your marble or fine stone. 

Tip! Even table water with slices of lemon may harm marble surfaces, so remember to use coasters under your
glassware. Recommended products to use: Restoring Marble  Cleanser and Protecting Marble Wax.
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*Always try the wax on a small area before applying to the whole piece. 

Marble is a delicate material which is sensitive and needs regular care. As you most likely already know,
certain liquids are not in favour of your marble piece. The worst ones are citric acids such as lemon but
also wine and carbonated drinks that can leave ugly marks.

Act of Caring has developed this simple routine to help you clean and care for your marble piece. 


